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zCover gloveOne Silicone Protection Case
for Apple iPhone 4
zCover, the innovative accessory maker, today announced that its versatile,
resilient and user friendly gloveOne cases for Apple's iPhone 4 are tested and
start shipping today.
zCover’s gloveOne design is
focuses on intuitive usability while
offering protection in its fullest
form. The gloveOne APIPD first
release has nine colors black,
blue, green, grey, ice clear, pink,
purple red & yellow, each one
designed to work seamlessly with
iPhone 4's new sensors,
flashlight, front and back cameras.
The gloveOne design is a perfect fit for every feature of the iPhone 4 “As we
anticipated, the iPhone 4’s sophisticated and slim compact design required
precise molding and tooling to create the ideal contoured case for iPhone 4.” said
Sean Sa, vice president of zCover Inc. “zCover finalized our tooling until we got a
real active Apple iPhone 4.”
As good as MacWorld Awards 2008 Best iPhone Accessory winner zCover’s
gloveOne design focuses on intuitive usability while offering protection in its
fullest form. zCover has always focused on the merging of function and style, but
this time the gloveOne not only provides full access to all of the iPhone’s
functions, but also has a few enhanced functions of its own.
What may very well become gloveOne signature style is the reinforced corners
support a natural hand position when in horizontal mode and have a reinforced
silicone layer that works as a “crash cushion” during drops and falls. The rugged
side finger grooves provide a comfortable fit for any sized hand.
zCover’s innovative port flip-cover has been applied to the iPhone perfectly,
protecting the Apple dock port from sand, dust, dirt and liquids, while still allowing
full accessibility for charging, or even docking, your iPhone while still in the
gloveOne case.
Several button features have also been included.
The sleep/wake button has been enhanced so it is still protected but remains
easy to press.
1. Pre-tooling new sensors and cameras in face of iPhone 4
2. Volume button protection prevents you from accidentally turning down
your favorite song.

3. A die-cut for the ring/silent switch allows you to change modes without
difficulty.
Compatible zCover accessories available for this new released iPhone 4 cases
sold separately at zCover online store www.zcover.com
Belt Clip
zCover’s signature accessory, mobility with the 360 degree rotating removable
Belt Clip. SRP $14.99 US
Rotary armband
Perfect-fit 360 degree rotary armband, perfect for outdoor enthusiasts hiking and
biking through the woods, or the fitness fanatic jogging through the streets.
SRP $19.99 US
Window clip
Window clip allows you to attach your iPhone GPS style in your car, as an
entertainment centre on the side window, or as a vertical stand at your desk. It
doesn’t matter which way you turn it, it is ideal for those on the road.
SRP $19.99 US
gloveOne Classic Pack Contains:
1. gloveOne Silicone Protection Case
SRP $24.99 US
gloveOne Original Pack Contains:
1. gloveOne Silicone Protection Case
2. Universal belt Clip.
SRP $29.99
gloveOne Outdoor Pack Contains:
1. gloveOne Silicone Protection Case
2. Universal belt Clip.
3. Universal Armband
SRP $34.99.
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zCover® is a leading protective cover and case solutions provider. We design, develop and distribute carrying cases,
covers, dock-in-case™ chargers and function-added devices with a focus on Healthcare, Government, Enterprise and
Education sectors. zCover incorporates leading-edge technology and independent IP rights, bringing to market products
with outstanding functionality and quality.
Selected zCover and zAdapter protective carrying cases, notebook and keyboard covers are available at Apple Stores
and other leading electronic product retail stores. zCover iPhone and iPod cases were the Winner of Macworld Awards
2008 Best iPhone Accessory and nominated as Best iPod Accessory by Macworld Awards in 2006 and 2007.
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